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ARTISTIC
DIRECTOR'S
NOTE
One of Spazju Kreattiv’s main
remits is that of empowering
different community groups
through creative expression.
Most recently, a central part
of this same strategy has
been that of presenting work
by women artists which
speaks about the pivotal role
of women in contemporary
society - both from their
perspective as well as those
of others. This comes in a
socio-political context which,
although great strides have
been made in relation to
matters relating to gender
empowerment and equality,
still presents us with regular
cases of social discrimination.

of them ending with highly serious
afflictions. Most worryingly, many of these
episodes of gender harassment remain
unreported for fear the victims won’t
receive adequate support. This fact alone
shows how far as a country we are yet to
go in establishing a culture of tolerance
and understanding.

Over the past years a massive
effort has been made by groups
all around the world to raise
awareness about women’s
stories and the importance of
them being a core part of the
communal discourse. Women’s
rights movements paved the way
to the standing of women today
in our society, but in spite of the
incredible progress made, new
concerns arise. In Malta alone, we
are regularly faced with intellectual
and physical offences made to
women - a substantial amount

As you listen to these everyday stories,
we hope to instil a greater awareness
about gender disparities and a sense
of duty to be a voice for civic justice
and change. It is only when there is a
thorough national understanding of these
realities that we can then truly experience
the improvements that are needed by
the community, and eventually shift gears
to implement policies that safeguard
equal opportunities and common social
wellbeing.

In this context, the arts have a pivotal
role to play in establishing platforms
where these voices can be heard and
actions be taken. A theatrical production
like Her Say, developed by a team
predominantly made up of women,
stands to make women’s stories heard
through the perspectives of three
different generations. The realities
presented, whilst common, stand out with
their individual truthfulness within the
framework of a society that unfortunately
remains highly judgmental and deeply
rooted in past social dogmas.

Daniel Azzopardi
Spazju Kreattiv Artistic Director

Daniel Azzopardi
Spazju Kreattiv Artistic Director
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DIRECTOR'S
NOTE

Her Say
I am a woman and I do
theatre. I’ve been lucky to
play various characters –
strong women, frail women,
those who manoeuvre,
who empathise, who love
despite the odds, who
manipulate, who bleed, who
fail, who fall from grace,
who carry on… with a brave
face. Theatre, indeed,
imitates life but also gives
life to many stories.
At this juncture, there is a clear
need for women’s voices to be
heard, loud and clear. It is not
enough to get a constant drip
feed of women’s stories on media
platforms, or scroll through the
dialogue that pretends to hover
around women’s important issues,
without taking an active stand. We
have come a long way but more

needs to be done. Theatre can be our
voice.
Her Say was conceived when I
approached three Maltese playwrights to
write stories across different generations.
These monologues pull a punch, not
because they are loud or violent, but
because they are real and visceral. They
touch us in different ways because these
stories belong to us all.
Her Say is about relationships. The
characters could be your sister, mother,
friend. It could be your story too,
and it deserves a voice. It could be a
conversation you’ve overheard. I hope
a space is found in future for many more
stories to come to the fore, which could
spark constructive debate.
Thank you to Spazju Kreattiv for
supporting Her Say. We need more such
initiatives to promote gender issues.
Charlotte Grech
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BIOGRAPHY
DIRECTOR

Charlotte
Grech
Charlotte Grech is a theatre and
film actress with over 30 years
experience. She studied drama
at the Manoel Theatre Academy
of Dramatic Arts (MTADA) and
Riverside Studios, London.
She has worked with all the major
theatre companies, taking on
character roles in comedy, drama
and musical theatre. Charlotte is
also founder member of theatre
company, Theatre Anon, appearing
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in various classics, devised pieces,
children’s theatre as well as site
specific projects. She is also a
theatre maker, a freelance drama
tutor and has directed projects
in youth theatre. As a theatre
practitioner and through Active
Age Malta, Charlotte also provides
creative sessions for older adults in
community settings, Care Homes
and for those living with memory
loss.
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BIOGRAPHIES
PLAYWRIGHTS

Lara Calleja
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Lara was born in Marsascala, and
the sounds and smells of the sea
of this village accompanied a lot
of the first 30 years of her life.

also won the prize for best novel
in December 2021, which was
given to her by the National Book
Council.

In 2020, Lara won the National
Book Prize for the most promising
emerging author. In May 2020
Lara also won the European
Literature Prize for Malta, and
was the first woman to win this
prize in Malta. At the end of 2021,
her book ‘Kissirtu Kullimkien’

Taralalla was her first theatrical
work which took place at Spazju
Kreattiv. This experience spurned
her to explore this new world of
theatre – where writing becomes
filled with characters and the
effects that theatre offers.
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BIOGRAPHIES
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Chiara Hyzler
Chiara wears many hats in
the theatre world including
acting, directing and writing
and producing. She is mostly
known for her wide range of
characters inthe annual Christmas
Pantomimes.
Her most notable directing
credits includeThe Female of the
Species (UnifaunTheatre), Secret
Bridesmaids Business (MADC),
Sunett 155 (Grokk teatru), Us/
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Simone Spiteri
Them (The Shrinking Violets),
Jamboy (The Shrinking Violets
/ Commissioned by ŻiguŻajg
2019) Sunrise (FM Theatre),
Polly & Esther (ŻiguŻajg) and
The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie
(MADC) which won the Premju
għall-Arti People’s Choice
Award for Best Production.She
has also written sketches for
Comedy Knights, Even More
Four Play and Four Play Four
(DNA Theatre).

Simone Spiteri trained for her
Diploma in Acting at the Malta
Drama Centre and obtained her
B.A. (Hons.) and M.A. in Theatre
Studies from the University
of Malta. She set up her own
theatre company, Dù, in 2004 in
which she performs, directs and
writes. Her written and directed
work has been performed in
Denmark, Egypt, Sicily, Spain and
Macedonia, the US and France.
She won first prize in the National

Francis Ebejer contest for
playwriting (2009 and 2011) , the
National Book Prize for Writing
(2020) and is a published author
with Merlin Publishers. She’s an
artist consultant at Write Local,
Play Global, Director of Learning
of Studio 18, Artist Associate
for the Maltese national theatre
company Teatru Malta and a
freelance writer.
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BIOGRAPHIES
ACTORS

Monica Attard
Monica Attard studied under
Adrian Rendle at MTADA (Manoel
theatre academy for dramatic
arts). She has worked with various
theatre companies including Atturi,
Koperatturi, Masquerade and more
recently Staġun Teatru Malti. Her
love of acting interpreting different
characters in various situations
and experiencing different
emotions has spanned through
these last 50 years or so. She
made a name as a Shakespearean
actor, playing leads in A Winter’s
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Tale, Anthony and Cleopatra,
Much Ado About Nothing; and
The Taming of the Shrew among
others.
Other personal milestones include
her work as Selima in Il-Ġaħan
ta’ Binġemma by Francis Ebejer,
Sylvia Gellburg in Broken Glass
by Arthur Miller, Sister Aloysius in
Doubt (John Patrick Shanley) and
as the lawyer in Agnes of God.
She has also appeared in various
roles on television.
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Angele Galea
Angele holds Fellowships in Piano
Performance and Music Theory,
has composed incidental music
for several theatre productions,
and is a presenter on TVM for
MaltcoLotteries and on radio 103
Malta’s Heart. She is a registered
teacher of Art, history and
technique, Piano Performance
and Music Theory and has
lectured art at youth.inc, as part of
their empowerment programme
among many other academic
institutions.
She was the artistic consultant of
Science in the City (2016 – 2020),
a science and art festival and was
the education coordinator for the
Valletta 2018 Foundation (2016
– 2018). Angele is currently the
artistic director for More or Less
Theatre – a theatre company that
specialises in educational shows
for children and young people.

Angele Galea has acted in various
theatre productions including
Edward Albee’s Who’s Afraid of
Virginia Woolf? (Manoel Theatre,
2004), Alfred Buttigieg’s Dwar
Menopawsi, Minorenni u Muturi
High Speed (St James Cavalier,
2012), Secret Sounds Stories
(Altofest Valletta, 2018), the
monologue Apotheosis (Spazju
Kreattiv, 2019), and the dramatic
dialogue L-Interrogazzjoni by
Alfred Buttigieg (Teatru Malta,
2020). Additionally she wrote,
produced and acted in Waħda
Minna (2019) about the plight of
Maltese women in prostitution
as well as writing and producing
Jumping Genes (2020) which
combined scientific research,
women in science and social
issues. She has also acted in
aw number of films and has had
various collective exhibitions with
her paintings.
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Michela
Farrugia
Michela Farrugia attended
Stagecoach Theatre Arts School
in Malta from the ages of 3 till
18, studying acting, singing and
dance. In 2017 she joined the
Teatru Manoel Youth Theatre
(TMYT) under the direction of
Denise Mulholland, where she
trained for a year, obtaining skills
in physical theatre, devising,
writing and text work. In 2019
she obtained an LCTL in Drama
and Speech from Trinity College
London under the mentorship
of Stephen Oliver. Following her
training, Michela has worked
as an actor professionally in
Malta, participating in shows
suchas The Importance of being
Earnest - Teatru Manoel & MADC
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- role: Cecily, Appuntamenti - Du
Theatre - role: Sara and Measure
for Measure - Whats Their Names
- role: Mariana. She also played
Corrie Ten Boomin MARA - The
New Victorians, which was a
multi-disciplinary physical theatre
performance, performed in Malta,
at The Vaults Festival in London
and at The Edinburgh Fringe
Festival. Michela made her way
into film on the setof CARMEN,
under the direction of Valerie
Buhagiar where she played Rita.
In 2019 she co-starred in LUZZU,
directed by Alex Camilleri which
premiered at The Sundance Film
Festival 2021, interpreting the role
of Denise.
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Creative Team
Direction & Production
Charlotte Grech

Assistant stage manager
Ann-Marie Camilleri

Light design
Christopher Gatt

Lights operator
Iona Saillard

Playwrights
Simone Spiteri (Dublett Fuksja),
Lara Calleja (Insejt Kif Niehu Nifs)
Chiara Hyzler (Dust)

Actresses
Monica Attard, Michela Farrugia & Angele Galea

Special thanks to
Pierre Stafrace, Paul Portelli, Liliana
Portelli, Maria Pisani, Herman
Grech & to all the Spazju Kreattiv
staff for their efforts on this project

Her Say
is a Spazju Kreattiv Commission
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